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The Drivers Arm Shade, summer is here. If you drive for a living in the
summer you can't hide from the sun. So shade your arm for safety and
comfort. Youwill feel cooler.

The drivers arm shade is a hydrowick sleeve (washable 100 times) that blocks a average of
70% of all 3 sunlight rays. comes in 7 different colors, Made in America.

(PRWEB) May 12, 2004 -- While driving semi truck I was inspired to develope The Drivers Arm Shade, from a
bad sun burn and the intense heat on my door panel from the sun. I was also inspired by the amount of fuel my
rig used by running my air conditioning on days when I'd rather have my window down. The Drivers Arm
Shade is a mess hydrowick sleeve (performs like a cotton)washable 100 times, as sunscreens you have to
reapply plus they don't block visible or infra red sun lights. The Drivers Arm Shade will keep you cooler when
you use it. If you don't believe me just take it off. If you develope skin cancer on your arm, the lotions and sun
screens for that type of injury are atleast $20.00 a tube. Which is more than The Drivers Arm Shade. Keep one
or two in your truck or car today. Being cloth The Drivers Arm Shade could last for years. The less a/c you use,
the more fuel you'll save. The Drives Arm Shade will pay for itself with fuel savings in less than a month. With
limited a/c use.
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Contact Information
Damon Kardotzke
COOL SOLUTIONS
http://www.driversarmshade.com
4195476964

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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